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The scaffolding protein at the neuromuscular junction, rapsyn,
enables clustering of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors in high
concentration and is critical for muscle function. Patients with
insuf!cient receptor clustering suffer from muscle weakness.
However, the detailed organization of the receptor–rapsyn net-
work is poorly understood: it is unclear whether rapsyn !rst forms
a wide meshwork to which receptors can subsequently dock or
whether it only forms short bridges linking receptors together to
make a large cluster. Furthermore, the number of rapsyn-binding
sites per receptor (a heteropentamer) has been controversial.
Here, we show by cryoelectron tomography and subtomogram
averaging of Torpedo postsynaptic membrane that receptors are
connected by up to three rapsyn bridges, the minimum number
required to form a 2D network. Half of the receptors belong to
rapsyn-connected groups comprising between two and fourteen
receptors. Our results provide a structural basis for explaining the
stability and low diffusion of receptors within clusters.

cryoelectron microscopy | neurotransmitter receptor clustering | synapse |
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The cytoplasmic protein rapsyn, also known as the 43K pro-
tein, interacts with nicotinic acetylcholine receptors in the

postsynaptic membrane at the neuromuscular junction, forming
clusters where receptors are present in high concentration. Such
clustering is necessary for ef!cient neurotransmission and, hence,
muscle functioning. Rapsyn-de!cient mice fail to form clusters,
show severe muscle weakness and breathing dif!culties, and die
within hours after birth (1). Furthermore, many patients suffering
from congenital myasthenic syndrome are found to have muta-
tions in rapsyn (2).
Rapsyn is a 43-kDa protein containing a myristoylation site

necessary for submembrane localization, seven tetratricopeptide
repeats (TRPs), a putative coiled-coil domain, and a RING-H2
domain (3). Two TPRs are necessary for rapsyn self-association,
whereas association with receptor depends on the predicted
coiled-coil (3, 4). Rapsyn is also linked through the RING-H2
domain to dystroglycan, a protein that indirectly binds actin cy-
toskeleton (5). Recombinant rapsyn expressed in heterologous
systems spontaneously aggregates underneath the plasma mem-
brane (3), suggesting that rapsyn might !rst form a wide scaffold
to which receptors can subsequently dock (6). On the other hand,
rapsyn and the receptor are cotransported in membrane vesicles
toward the plasma membrane, and the receptor is necessary for
rapsyn clustering in C2 myotubes, raising the possibility that
rapsyn only forms short bridges linking receptors together to form
a large cluster (7–9). Furthermore, the number of rapsyn-binding
sites per receptor (a heteropentamer) has been variously esti-
mated to be between one and !ve (6, 10, 11). Therefore, the
molecular details and organization of the receptor–rapsyn net-
work are poorly understood.
To address these issues, we applied cryoelectron tomography,

combined with subtomogram averaging and image classi!cation,
to postsynaptic membranes isolated from the electric organ of
Torpedo marmorata: a model system for the neuromuscular
junction (12, 13). Three-dimensional structures were obtained of

acetylcholine receptors complexed with rapsyn molecules in sev-
eral speci!c arrangements. We show that the receptors connect to
each other by small rapsyn bridges and that each receptor can
have up to three bridges, the minimum number required to form
a 2D network.

Results
To explore the 3D structure of the receptor–rapsyn network, we
performed cryoelectron tomography on the isolated Torpedo
postsynaptic membranes (Methods). These membranes formed
"at closed vesicles that were thin enough to be plunge-frozen on
a support grid and directly imaged. Densely packed receptors are
apparent on the postsynaptic membrane surface (Fig. 1A). Their
extracellular portions appear as rings (Fig. 1A, Upper Inset),
whereas their smaller intracellular portions are associated with
!lamentous structures (Fig. 1A, Lower Inset). However, even after
nonlinear anisotropic diffusion !ltering, it was not possible to
trace objectively the !lamentous structures because of the limited
signal-to-noise ratio characteristic of cryotomograms and the
small size of the !lamentous structures. To gain a clearer view of
these structures and their organization, subtomograms (i.e., to-
mogram subvolumes) were aligned and averaged without using
any initial model. For that purpose, we manually picked receptors.
Taking advantage of the fact that they were located in relatively "at
membranes, we computed the orientation of each receptor long axis
de!ned as the normal vector to the plane that best !tted to the
position in three dimensions of the nearby receptors. After cor-
recting for the orientation of the receptor long axis, we were able to
compute a !rst average. We then re!ned it by aligning each picked
particle to the average and computing an updated average in an
iterative way. For alignment, we used a spherical mask to include
a central receptor and its nearest neighbors.
The re!ned density map and docked-in atomic model (14)

(Fig. 1 B and C) resembles the close packed arrangement of
dimers of receptors observed in electric organ synapses and in
tubular vesicles of isolated postsynaptic membranes (15, 16).
Based on the strength of the densities, which re"ects the level of
reproducibility, most receptors are consistently surrounded by
three to !ve neighbors in de!ned positions. Densities are ap-
parent connecting the central receptor with three other receptors
on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane. These can be identi-
!ed with the !laments shown in Fig. 1A (Lower Inset). As Fig. 1
B and C shows, the connections lie well below the membrane
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surface, creating a submembrane protein layer. This layer can be
identi!ed with the line structure consisting of rapsyn in contact
with receptors observed in 2D electron microscopic images of
cross-sectioned postsynaptic membranes (17, 18). However, the
visibility of the !lamentous features is sensitive to the threshold
used for isosurface representation, suggesting that both their
presence and their orientation with respect to the receptor lattice
could vary. No density interconnects receptors on the extracel-
lular side of the membrane, as occurs in clustering of acetyl-
choline receptors in Caenorhabditis elegans membranes (19).
We next analyzed the cytoplasmic densities associated with

individual receptors by designing a tighter mask that includes
only one receptor and all of the potentially associated cytoplas-
mic densities to prevent neighboring receptors from driving the
alignment (Fig. S1). Subtomograms were aligned and classi!ed
simultaneously without initial models to obtain seven class
averages. Out of these, !ve exhibit well-de!ned lobes extending
from the base of the receptor and are presented in Fig. 2. The
atomic model of the receptor (14) can be !tted within the central
density of every resulting class average (Fig. 2). In addition, the
class averages possess a variable number of lobes associated with
the receptor in the cytoplasmic region. The !rst class (class A; Fig.
2, yellow) shows a single lobe occupying 70 nm3. Class B (Fig. 2,
green) has a lobe occupying 124 nm3, which is approximately
twice the volume of the !rst. The remaining three classes show
two or three lobes, which are roughly the volume of the lobe in
class B and the azimuthal position of which varies (see below).
A straightforward interpretation of these lobes is that they

correspond to rapsyn molecules. Rapsyn is the only protein
present in amounts as high as receptors in this experimental
system (10, 20), and we demonstrated the submembrane locali-
zation of rapsyn by gold immunolabeling (Fig. S2). Moreover, the
lobes all have the same shape and appear with strong densities,
comparable with those of the receptor itself. This can only

happen, as a result of reinforcement during averaging, if the at-
tached proteins have similar shapes and equivalent orientations
and are present in similar concentrations as the receptor itself.
We assume that class A corresponds to the case where there is

only one rapsyn molecule present because the measured lobe
volume nearly corresponds to the volume estimated for a protein
of rapsyn mass (21) (ratio between the measured volume and the
estimated volume; r = 1.3; Fig. 2A). The approximately two-
times-larger volume in class B (r = 2.2; Fig. 2B) is consistent with
a dimer of rapsyn molecules connecting the receptor with an-
other receptor situated outside the mask (as suggested by the
dotted line in Fig. 2B; see also Fig. S1). This agrees with the fact
that rapsyn can self-associate (3, 4).
Class C (Fig. 2, cyan) shows two rapsyn lobes, which are

separated by an angle of !72° (a !fth of 360°). This angle sug-
gests that rapsyns are bound to homologous sites of two adjacent
receptor subunits. Class D (Fig. 2, violet) also shows two rapsyn
lobes but they are !180° apart, suggesting that in this alterna-
tive con!guration the two rapsyn molecules are bound to non-
homologous locations on two receptor subunits. The Class D
lobes may be responsible for the twofold symmetric structure
that has been observed at the base of the receptor in tubular
crystals (22). Class E (Fig. 2, pink) has three rapsyn lobes bound
to the receptor that we identify as I, II, and III (Fig. 2E). The
angle between I and II is !72°, whereas the angle between I and
III is !180°. The two rapsyn lobes of class C match closely lobes I
and II of class E (Fig. 2, Lower Right, cyan and pink contours).
Similarly the two rapsyn lobes of class D match closely class E
lobes II and III (Fig. 2, Lower Right, violet and pink contours).
These correlations strongly suggest that the acetylcholine re-
ceptor possesses just three speci!c rapsyn-binding sites. When-
ever present, lobe III appears to contact the receptor at a level
closer to the plasma membrane than do lobes I and II. This
further supports the hypothesis that rapsyns corresponding to
lobes I and II bind to homologous sites of receptor adjacent
subunits, whereas the rapsyn corresponding to lobe III binds to
a nonhomologous site.
The results above were obtained from more than 3,000 re-

ceptor–rapsyn complexes extracted from a single tomogram.
Additionally, we analyzed !ve other tomograms. Similar results
were obtained from three of them. The remaining two tomo-
grams showed considerably less !lamentous structures, resulting
in the absence of class averages with more than one rapsyn lobe.
For each receptor in all six tomograms, we measured the local
receptor density and plotted two histograms: one for rapsyn-rich
and the other for rapsyn-de!cient tomograms (Fig. 3A). The
mean density was signi!cantly higher in rapsyn-rich (8,708± 1,840
!m"2; !tted skew normal distribution maximum: 10,119 !m"2; n=
10,498) than in rapsyn-de!cient tomograms (5,458 ± 1,582 !m"2;
!tted skew normal distribution maximum: 5,522 !m"2; n = 2,340;
P < 0.001 by Mann–Whitney test), con!rming the importance of
rapsyn for maintaining a high receptor concentration.
Finally, we examined how receptor–rapsyn complexes are or-

ganized on a larger scale. For that purpose, the coordinates of
the center of each rapsyn density and of the cytoplasmic region
of the receptor in the class averages were transposed into the
coordinate system of the original tomogram. This was done by
applying the inverse rotation and translation operations found
during subtomogram alignment. Two receptors were considered
connected if the centers of their respective rapsyn densities were
separated by less than twice the rapsyn density radius (Fig. 3B).
For each receptor, the size of the group that it belonged to was
then obtained. In the four rapsyn-rich tomograms, groups of up
to 67 connected receptors were found. Overall, 75% receptors
were connected to at least another receptor, 50% belonged to
groups of 5 receptors or more, and 25% belonged to groups of
14 or more (Fig. 3C).

Fig. 1. Highly concentrated receptors and associated cytoplasmic proteins
in an isolated fragment of postsynaptic membrane. (A) Tomographic slice
cross-sectioning the extracellular domain of many receptors. (Upper Inset)
Magni"ed view of a detail in the same slice: receptors appear as dense rings
with a central cavity. One receptor is circled by a dashed ring. (Lower Inset)
Detail with the same xy coordinates as in the Upper Inset but taken 8.2 nm
under it, at the level of the narrow cytoplasmic ends of receptors. Fila-
mentous structures interconnecting receptors are visible. Electron-dense
structures appear brighter than the low-density background. (B and C )
Organization of receptors and associated cytoplasmic proteins obtained
by subtomogram averaging as viewed from the synaptic cleft (B) and near
parallel to the membrane (C ). Receptors are connected to up to three
other receptors through proteins at their base, !3 nm underneath the
membrane surface. [Scale bars: 50 nm (A, main frame); 10 nm (A, Inset; B;
and C )]
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Discussion
In this study, we have examined the !ne structure of the network
formed by the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor and rapsyn at the

Torpedo electric organ synapse, a model system for the neuro-
muscular junction. In the early 1980s, Sealock demonstrated that
rapsyn appears as a thin line in the cytoplasm underlying the
receptors in electron micrographs of Torpedo cross-sectioned
postsynaptic membranes (17). The author also showed that the
very same structure was present in mouse neuromuscular junc-
tions (18). At the same time, Burden et al. showed that rapsyn
and the receptor "-subunit are closely associated (10). This led to
the hypothesis that rapsyn forms a subcortical scaffold for
receptors. Later on, other subunits of the receptor were found to
interact with rapsyn by colocalization studies in heterologous cell
systems of coexpressed rapsyn and either individual full-length
subunits of the receptor or chimeric membrane proteins con-
taining cytoplasmic loops of individual receptor subunits (6, 11).
However, only the maximum number of rapsyn molecules po-
tentially interacting with each receptor could be inferred from
these "uorescence microscopy studies. Also, because of the ar-
ti!cial systems used, it cannot be excluded that these results
are artifactual.
Our direct structural approach, investigating the receptor–

rapsyn complexes in a native membrane system, avoids the am-
biguities that arise from studies with heterologous cell systems,
enabling a clear description of the rapsyn–receptor network as it
exists in situ. The single average of all receptors showed three
cytoplasmic associated densities, identi!ed as rapsyn molecules
(Fig. 1 B and C). Subtomogram classi!cation reveals that the
receptor can have one, two, or three rapsyns in positions denoted
I, II, and III (Fig. 2E) and that there are two alternative con-
!gurations of rapsyn–receptor complexes involving two rapsyns
(Fig. 2 C and D). The precise arrangement of the binding sites
with respect to receptor subunits could not be determined in the
present study because the resolution (!4 nm; Fig. S3) was not
suf!cient to identify individual receptor subunits. Nevertheless,
binding sites I and II seem to be homologous and located on two
adjacent subunits, because they are separated by an angle of
!72° and positioned at a similar level along the receptor long
axis. On the other hand, site III seems to be in a nonhomologous
position, because it is located closer to the membrane and sep-
arated from sites I and II by !108° and !180°, respectively. The
absence in Fig. 2 of a class where only the positions I and III
would be occupied indicates that the af!nity for rapsyn is
stronger at site II than at the two other sites. It has been reported
that the "-subunit strongly binds rapsyn (10, 11). Therefore, it
seems likely that site II is located either fully on the "-subunit or
at the interface between the "-subunit and another subunit.
Our comparison of tomograms comprising different amounts of

rapsyn reveals that acetylcholine receptors are more densely
packed when rapsyn is more concentrated (Fig. 3A), in agreement
with reports of tighter packing and stability of the receptor fol-
lowing increase in rapsyn expression during development or rapsyn
overexpression (23). We did not observe a very large reduction in
the concentration of acetylcholine receptors that might have been
expected to occur over time in the rapsyn-depleted membranes.
This is because receptors could not diffuse far away because of the
limited size of isolated membrane patches (Methods).
To better understand the topology of the rapsyn–receptor

network, we replaced each receptor analyzed by subtomogram
averaging by its corresponding class average and studied the
connectivity of the receptors resulting from rapsyn links. Our
analysis showed that most receptors belong to groups of two to 14
interconnected receptors (Fig. 3 B and C). Typically, 25% of
the receptors present in a cluster are not connected to any other
receptors. We consider two possible explanations. (i) Rapsyn–
receptor interaction is dynamic, and receptors are transiently
unbridged but not long enough to allow them to escape their
cluster. (ii) The unbridged receptors cannot diffuse away from
their receptor cluster because they are trapped between other
receptors that are immobilized through rapsyn bridges. The latter

Fig. 2. Receptors are bound to up to three rapsyn lobes. (A–E) Averages
obtained after classi"cation as viewed parallel to the membrane (top of each
pair) or from the cytoplasm (bottom of each pair). The position of the
plasma membrane is represented by two dashed lines in A, and the location
of a masked out neighboring receptor is indicated by a dashed outline in B.
A variable number of rapsyn lobes is observed in the different class averages.
When more than one lobe is present, the different lobes are labeled with
roman numerals. The ratio r between the volume of each lobe and the
theoretical volume of one rapsyn molecule is shown. Represented at the
lower right of the "gure are the surface contours of class averages C, D, and
E, in a 1-voxel-thick slice located at the level of the rapsyn lobes. Position I is
occupied in class averages C and E; position II in class average C, D, and E; and
position III in class average D and E. The relative numbers of receptors sorted
to the different classes are (from class A to E) 21.5%, 23.1%, 16.5%, 20.1%,
and 18.8%.
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hypothesis is in good agreement with a recent report of single-
molecule tracking experiments in cultured myoblasts where 20%
of the receptors showed restricted diffusion in small domains of
!50 nm, whereas the majority of the receptors were immobile (24).
Confocal microscopy of overexpressed rapsyn in nonmuscle

cells suggested that rapsyn self-assembles into a submembrane
network and that acetylcholine receptors can subsequently dock
onto this network (6). However, this hypothesis was brought into
question by experiments in C2 myotubes showing that rapsyn
does not form a network in the absence of acetylcholine recep-
tors (8, 9). Our results are consistent with the latter observations.
Indeed, we did not observe only one large mesh of rapsyn per
postsynaptic membrane but, instead, a collection of small bridges
connecting pairs of receptors.
Because most receptors possess two or more bridges, cross-

linked groups of more than two receptors develop. Our obser-
vation that the receptor contains three binding sites for rapsyn
molecules seems important for the formation of 2D networks.
This number is the minimum needed because two binding sites
will only lead to linear or circular arrays. On the other hand, with
more binding sites, as proposed on the basis of single receptor
subunit overexpression studies (6, 11), the connectivity (and,
hence, stability) of the network might be too high to facilitate
acetylcholine receptor turnover (25).
Viewed from the side, the main mass of the network lies well

below the plasma membrane (Figs. 1C and 2), leaving !30 Å of
space underneath the membrane for ions to diffuse and pro-
viding them with unrestricted access to the lateral openings of
the acetylcholine-gated channels (22) (Fig. 4). Cytoskeletal ele-
ments such as actin !laments were not observed in any of the
analyzed tomograms. The cross-linking of receptors by rapsyn,
therefore, seems to be suf!cient to reduce receptor diffusion
and, thereby, maintain an elevated receptor concentration, in
agreement with recent single-molecule tracking experiments (24).
It is, nonetheless, likely that interactions between rapsyn and the
actin cytoskeleton via the dystroglycan complex further stabilize
receptor clusters (26).
In summary, we have described the architecture of the native

Torpedo postsynaptic membrane, showing that the majority of
acetylcholine receptors interact with rapsyn. The receptor pos-
sesses three binding sites for rapsyn, the minimum number re-
quired to form a 2D network. This explains how acetylcholine
receptors are maintained in high concentrations at the synapse.
Other pentameric neurotransmitter-gated ion channels such as
GABAA receptors, glycine receptors, or type 3 serotonin receptors
might interact with their clustering partners by similar principles.

Methods
Postsynaptic Membrane Preparation. Postsynaptic membrane isolation was
modi"ed from a well-established protocol (27). All steps were performed at
4 °C; 100 g of T. marmorata electric organ was homogenized in 40 mL of
isolation buffer [400 mM NaCl, 20 mM phosphate buffer, 0.3 mg/L leupeptin ,
1 mg/L pepstatin (pH 7.4)]. During this process, cell membranes break up in
patches only slightly larger than the areas containing the receptor clusters,
which are mechanically distinct. The homogenate was centrifuged at 5,000
rpm in an SLA-1500 rotor (Sorvall) for 10 min. The supernatant was kept for
later use; the pellet was resuspended in 40 mL of isolation buffer, homog-
enized, and centrifuged as before. The supernatant was recovered, mixed
with the supernatant of the "rst centrifugation step, and centrifuged at
8,000 rpm for 1 h. The pellet was resuspended in 41.5% (wt/wt) sucrose
solution and was homogenized with six strokes in a glass/Te!on tissue ho-
mogenizer. It was then poured over a 37%/41.5% sucrose gradient (15 mL
each); 10 mL of 30% sucrose solution was poured on top. All sucrose sol-
utions contained 0.02% Na azide. The sucrose gradient was centrifuged for

Fig. 3. Large-scale organization of receptors and rapsyns. (A) Frequency
histograms of the local concentration of receptors in rapsyn-rich and rapsyn-
poor tomograms, respectively. (B) Detail of a receptor–rapsyn interaction
network projected on a 2D plane. Receptors are represented as beads, and
rapsyn lobes are represented as colored lines. Gray lines are drawn between
contacting rapsyn lobes. The color of receptors and rapsyns is related to the
size of the groups [from dark blue (single receptor) to red (>50 receptors)].
(C) Boxplots of the size of the group of rapsyn-connected receptors to which
each receptor belonged. One boxplot is shown per rapsyn-rich dataset. The
lower and upper edges of the boxes represent the 25th and 75th percentiles,
respectively, whereas the red lines represent the median. The corresponding
numerical values are written next to the boxes. The number of receptors in
each area of investigated postsynaptic membrane is reported in the boxes.
The whiskers extend to the most extreme data point comprised within
ranges d1 = [p25 " 1.5 ! (p75 – p25), p25] and d2 = [p75, p75 + 1.5 ! (p75 – p25)],

where p25 is the 25th percentile and p75 is the 75th percentile. More extreme
values are shown as crosses.
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2.5 h at 45,000 rpm in a 45Ti rotor (Beckman Coulter). The band between
37% and 41.5% was collected and kept at 4 °C.

Electron Microscopy. Postsynaptic membranes from the sucrose gradient were
diluted 30! in isolation buffer; 10-nm BSA-gold beads (BBI) were mixed as
"ducial markers to the postsynaptic membranes, and 4 !L of this mix was
transferred on one side of lacy carbon 300 mesh copper grids (Agar Sci) that
were glow-discharged previously in the presence of n-amylamine. The excess
!uid was absorbed with a blotting paper applied on the other side of the
grids, and the grids were plunge-frozen in liquid ethane. Imaging was car-
ried out at a temperature of !80 K and at 300-kV acceleration voltage on
a Polara electron microscope (FEI) equipped with an energy "lter and a 4,096 !
4,096 pixels CCD camera (Gatan). Typically, single- and dual-axis tilt series were
recorded with SerialEM (28) over a tilt range from "70° to 70° at a magni"-
cation of 69,000! using a camera binning factor 2 (calibrated binned pixel size:
3.74 Å), a defocus of 3–6 !m, and a total radiation of 40 to 100 electrons per
square angstrom. Alignment parameters were determined using "ducial
markers in IMOD (29). Images were binned by another factor 2 (pixel size:
7.48 Å), and tomograms were reconstructed by the simultaneous iterative
reconstruction technique (SIRT) in IVE PRIISM (30). For dual-axis tilt series, the
two SIRT tomograms were aligned and merged in IMOD (31). For visualization,
tomograms were denoised by nonlinear anisotropic diffusion implemented in
IMOD (32).

Subtomogram Averaging and Classi!cation. Subtomogram positions were
manually determined in denoised tomograms, where receptor extracellular
parts could be unequivocally identi"ed. The orientation of the long axis of
each receptor was estimated with custom python scripts using the SciPy
module by "tting a plane to the positions of all surrounding receptors
within a radius of 20 nm. Subtomograms were extracted and normalized
(mean, 0; SD, 1) using Bsoft (33). An initial model was generated by aver-
aging the extracted subtomograms after rotating them to bring their long
receptor axis to a common register. Subtomogram averaging was performed
using Xmipp ml_tomo (34) with a 17-nm-diameter spherical mask and cor-
recting for the missing data because of incomplete angular sampling. Euler
angle phi and rot were scanned in a range of ±20° around the receptor long
axis estimate. Psi angle search (i.e., rotation around the receptor long axis)
was not restricted.

For subtomogram classi"cation, a mask was applied to keep only the
central receptor and its potentially associated cytoplasmic densities (Fig. S1).
Prior to application, the mask was rotated according to the predicted ori-
entation of the receptor long axis. The excluded area was "lled with
Gaussian noise (mean, 0; SD, 0.9). Ten initial models were generated by
randomly assigning each individual subtomogram to 1 of 10 classes after
rotating them according to the orientation of their receptor computed long
axis using Xmipp ml_tomo. Subtomograms were then iteratively aligned,
classi"ed, and averaged with a resolution cutoff at 2.5 nm. Out of the 10
class averages, several looked very similar. The class averages that appeared
most different from one another were selected for further re"nement
against all subtomograms. The class exhibiting a single associated lobe was
further separated using Xmipp ml_tomo-focused classi"cation into the two
classes shown in Fig. 2 A and B.

Volume Measurements. To measure the volume occupied by rapsyn densities,
an isosurface threshold was selected to tightly encompass the acetylcholine
receptor. Rapsyn densities were then manually contoured and their volume
was computed in IMOD. A conversion factor of 1.21 nm3/kDa was used to
estimate the corresponding protein mass. It was assumed from its amino acid
sequence that one rapsyn molecule has a mass of 46 kDa (21).

Surface Concentration Measurements. For each receptor, the local receptor
surface density was computed as follows: the number of receptors(j) included
in a sphere of 22.5-nm radius centered on receptor(i) was counted. This count
was divided by the surface of a 22.5-nm radius disk. Because the membranes
were essentially planar, this procedure yielded an accurate estimate of the
local surface density. To exclude from the computation receptors(j) located on
the opposite part of the !attened postsynaptic membrane vesicle, the angle
formed between the long axes of receptor(i) and each receptor(j) was
computed. If it was more than 90°, then receptor(j) was excluded from the
computation of the density at receptor(i). A histogram of the local surface
concentration was plotted for the histograms corresponding to rapsyn-rich
and rapsyn-poor datasets. A skew normal distribution was "tted to rapsyn-
rich dataset and rapsyn-poor dataset. The statistical signi"cance of the dif-
ference between those datasets was assessed by the Mann–Whitney test.

Network Analysis. The coordinates of the centers of mass of each rapsyn lobe
andof the cytoplasmic endof the receptorweremeasured for each class average.
For each subtomogram, the coordinates of the corresponding class average
were transposed to the tomogram coordinate system by applying the opposite
rotation and translation to those obtained during subtomogram alignment. This
and the following steps were performed with a collection of custom python
scripts. For each rapsyn center of mass, the distances to the centers of mass
associatedwith different receptors were computed. If these were smaller than 5
nm (the extent of a rapsyn lobe as in Fig. 2 B–E), the two lobes were considered
connected. For each receptor, the size of the group of connected receptors to
which it belonged was measured and a boxplot analysis was performed.

Gold Immunolabeling.Whenever buffer exchangewas necessary, postsynaptic
membranes were pelleted by centrifugation at 14,000 ! g for 10 min. Before
every step of the labeling procedure, the postsynaptic membranes (which
form closed vesicles) were pipetted up and down 10 times in a volume of
20 !L with a 10-!L glass micropipette (Hamilton) to open them by shear force
and make the cytoplasmic side accessible to buffer. All steps were performed
at room temperature. The membranes were incubated for 1.5 h in 140 !L of
PBS containing 0.5% BSA (0.5% BSA-PBS) and anti-rapsyn monoclonal an-
tibody (R2029; Sigma-Aldrich) diluted 50-fold. They were washed three times
for 10 min with 1 mL of PBS and then incubated with an anti-mouse anti-
body coupled to a 5-nm gold bead (G7527; Sigma-Aldrich) diluted "vefold in
140 !L 0.5% BSA-PBS for 1.5 h. The membranes were washed three times for
10 min with 1 mL of PBS. They were resuspended in 100 !L of isolation buffer
and were immediately plunge-frozen. Gold beads coupled to secondary
antibody served as "ducial marker for tilt series alignment.

Analysis of Gold-Immunolabeled Membrane Tomograms. Tomograms were
obtained as described above except that before reconstruction, the densities
corresponding to gold beads in tilt series images were replaced by a disk
containing noise with the same mean density and SD as the surrounding area
(“gold erasure”). This was done so that gold density would not in!uence
subsequent subtomogram alignment. Most receptors were picked, and a single
average was obtained as described in Subtomogram Averaging and Classi-
!cation with the use of a mask to focus alignment to the central receptor
and its associated cytoplasmic densities. The positions of the gold beads in
the tomograms were computed with IMOD. For each of them, the closest
receptor was determined, and the position of the gold was reported in the
coordinate system of the average structure using custom python scripts.

Graphical Representation. Tomogram slice rendering was carried out with
3dmod (29). Isosurface rendering, automated "tting of receptor atomic
model 2BG9, and receptor–rapsyn interaction-network representation were
performed with UCSF Chimera (35). All plots were generated with the
python plotting library Matplotlib (36).
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